Written late 2009

QUIZZICA Team Quiz
ROUND ONE
1a Which European city is to host the United Nations' Climate Change Conference next month?
COPENHAGEN
1b Which London church, associated with the RAF, stands at the eastern end of the area between
Aldwych and the Strand, commanding a view past the former Temple Bar down Fleet Street?
ST CLEMENT DANES
2a Who wrote, in his 1930 autobiography My Early Life, “It is a good thing for an uneducated man to
read books of quotations”?
Winston CHURCHILL
2b Which Mexican city, named after a former President, lies across the Rio Grande from El Paso
Texas, and has become notorious for its murderous gang warfare?
Ciudad JUÁREZ
3a What physical disability connects the ancient generals Philip II of Macedon, Antigonus, a
Successor of Alexander the Great, and Hannibal of Carthage?
All LOST an EYE
3b After a dispute with her record label, the 2009 album from which English soul singer/songwriter,
has the title Colour Me Free?
Joss STONE
4a In which sport or game did the PDC split from the BDO in 1992, each of them since then holding
separate world championships?
DARTS
4b In the Church of England, which Bishop signs his name with the Latin abbreviation Roffen?
ROCHESTER
ROUND TWO
1a In 1956, who was both the first goalkeeper and the first foreigner to be voted English football's
Player of the Year?
Bert TRAUTMAN
1b In the public information ads for diagnosis of a stroke victim, the acronym 'FAST' stands for Face,
Arms, Time to act, and which 'S'?
SPEECH
2a What is the pen-name of the blogger and newspaper columnist who recently revealed herself to be
Dr Brooke Magnanti, a 34-year-old research neuro-toxicologist in Bristol?
BELLE DE JOUR
2b In which Shakespeare play is a sergeant arriving from the battlefield greeted by the King with the
line "What bloody man is this?" to the delight of generations of school kids?
MACBETH / ‘THE SCOTTISH PLAY’
3a Which European city staged the World Heavyweight Boxing Championship bout in which David
Haye outpointed Nicolai Valuev in November 2009?
NUREMBURG
3b Which pub, on the Pennine Way in North Yorkshire, claims to be England's highest, and has
featured in commercials for Everest Double Glazing?
TAN HILL Inn
4a Of which African country is Bulawayo the second largest city, by population, after the capital?
ZIMBABWE
4b Also the title of a Walter Scott novel, what is the England footballer Emile William Heskey's second
middle name?
IVANHOE

ROUND THREE
1a The 2009 album from which American singer/songwriter has the title Wait For Me, the artwork
featuring his trademark ‘little idiot’?
MOBY
1b In which sport or game did the PCA split from the FIDE, each holding separate world
championships from 1993 until re-unification in 2006?
CHESS
2a When the late Edward Woodward starred on TV as Callan, what was the nickname of his sidekick,
played by Russell Hunter, a petty crook notorious for his B.O., especially when scared?
LONELY
2b In 1963, which Russian was the first and only goalkeeper to be voted European Footballer of the
Year, and was later rated goalkeeper of the century?
Lev YASHIN
3a Which character in Macbeth observes that drink provokes lechery, "but it takes away the
performance"?
The PORTER
3b Which British rock musician, a former Guest of Her Majesty, has co-produced a book of
stereoscopic Victorian photographs of the Oxfordshire village of Hinton Waldrist?
Brian MAY
4a What is the title of the 2009 film in which Michael Caine plays an embittered ex-serviceman who
confronts the local juvenile gangsters?
HARRY BROWN
4b Which Middle East city staged the friendly football international between England and Brazil in
November 2009, won 1-0 by Brazil?
DOHA
ROUND FOUR
1a Romansh (spell out) is one of the four official languages of which European country?
SWITZERLAND
1b What was the title of the BBC TV sitcom that ran for two series in the 90s and starred Edward
Woodward and Roy Hudd as members of a team of north-country refuse collectors?
COMMON AS MUCK
2a In geometry, what shape is displayed by the conic section produced when a plane intersects a
cone, the plane being parallel to the cone's sloping side?
PARABOLA
2b In the 2008 film Gran Torino, who plays the central character Walt Kowalski, an embittered exserviceman who confronts the local juvenile gangsters?
Clint EASTWOOD
3a The estuarine or saltwater, which, as its name implies, is tolerant of seawater and even found
some distance offshore, is the largest species of which reptile?
CROCODILE
3b In the British Army’s Royal Artillery, a private is a Gunner: what is the equivalent of a Corporal?
BOMBARDIER
4a In the First Aid mnemonic for the treatment of, for example, a sprained ankle, the mnemonic 'RICE'
stands for Rest, Ice, Compression and which 'E'?
ELEVATION
4b The aria When I am laid in earth, associated with Remembrance Day at the Cenotaph, comes from
which Henry Purcell opera?
DIDO AND AENEAS
HALF TIME – QUESTION ORDER CHANGES

ROUND FIVE
1a Which English author, whose life covered exactly the same years as Winston Churchill’s, wrote of
one of his characters, “She had a pretty gift for quotation, which is a serviceable substitute for wit”?
W. Somerset MAUGHAM
1b Which Nottingham pub claims to be Britain's oldest, dating to 1189, when it was supposed to have
been a stopping-off point for King Richard and the Crusaders?
Ye OLDE TRIP TO JERUSALEM
2a What is the official national language of the Principality of Andorra?
CATALAN
2b In cookery what word, suggesting a Balkan origin, describes a mixture of diced fruit or vegetable
served as a salad or garnish?
MACÉDOINE
3a What is the name of Britain's oldest Rowing Club, based at Henley since 1897, its name dating
back to 1818 and supposedly a boat named after a character from Greek mythology?
LEANDER
3b Which Mexican city to the south of San Diego California is a popular US tourist destination, and
has become associated with Mexican-style music hits?
TIJUANA
4a Of which African country is Benghazi the second largest city, by population, after the capital?
LIBYA
4b Alberto Korda’s 1960 photograph of which famous person became the basis of iconic posters and
artwork over the following decades?
CHE / GUEVARA
ROUND SIX
1a Charles Beauclerk, created 1st Duke of St Albans in 1684, was the illegitimate son of Charles II
and which of his mistresses?
Nell GWYNNE
1b Which John Steinbeck novel takes its title from a phrase in one of Robert Burns’ best-known
poems?
OF MICE AND MEN
2a What physical affliction is said to have affected both Alexander the Great and Julius Caesar?
EPILEPSY
2b The annual University Boat Race in London is preceded by a race between the reserve boats of
each University: name either.
ISIS or GOLDIE
3a In cookery what word, probably derived from a personal name, describes vegetables such as
carrots or celery, cut into long thin strips, and served in a soup or as a garnish?
JULIENNE
3b Which regulatory body took over the functions of OFTEL, the ITC and others, in 2003?
OFCOM
4a Which American disc jockey helped popularise rock & roll in the 50s, even claiming to have
invented the name, but died in 1965 after his career was ended by payola scandals?
Alan FREED
4b Also the first name of one of the original stars of Star Trek, what was Humphrey Bogart's middle
name?
DEFOREST

ROUND SEVEN
1a At the 20th Anniversary of the fall of the Berlin Wall, which Nobel Peace Laureate was given the
appropriate honour of starting off the toppling of 1,000 symbolic giant dominoes?
Lech WAŁĘSA
1b In physics, which elementary particle is the quantum of the electromagnetic field and the basic unit
of light and all other forms of electromagnetic radiation?
PHOTON
2a Who was Conservative Prime Minister of Canada between the short-lived administrations of John
Turner in 1984 and Kim Campbell in 1993?
Brian MULRONEY
2b Which London church stands at the north-eastern corner of Trafalgar Square, and is noted for its
work with the homeless?
ST MARTIN IN THE FIELDS
3a Which F. Scott Fitzgerald novel takes its title from a phrase in John Keats’ Ode to a Nightingale?
TENDER IS THE NIGHT
3b What was the pseudonym of American DJ Robert W. Smith, who became famous in the 60s and
70s for his gravelly voice, and made a cameo appearance in the film American Graffiti?
WOLFMAN JACK
4a In geometry, what is the name of the curve traced by a point on the circumference of a circle as the
circle rolls along a straight line?
CYCLOID
4b In the Church of England, which Bishop signs his name with the Latin abbreviation Wigorn?
(Spell out)
WORCESTER
ROUND EIGHT
1a Martin Elliott’s 1976 photo of model Fiona Butler, which became an iconic Athena poster of the
period, showed her dressed, more or less, for which sport?
TENNIS
1b Which English Dukedom was conferred in 1663 on James Scott, the ill-fated illegitimate son of
King Charles II and his mistress Lucy Walter?
Duke of MONMOUTH
2a In physics, which elementary particle combines with others of its type to form protons and
neutrons, among other sub-atomic particles?
QUARK
2b For the funeral of which sovereign did Henry Purcell write an anthem, and the funeral march which
featured in an electronic version in Stanley Kubrick's film A Clockwork Orange?
QUEEN MARY II
3a The Zambezi, Nicaragua or bull is a species of which marine fish, which unlike its relatives is
tolerant of fresh water, and often found far up-river and even in lakes?
SHARK
3b In the British Army’s Royal Engineers, what term is the equivalent of private?
SAPPER
4a Which regulatory body combined the functions of OFGAS and OFFER in 1999?
OFGEM
4b Who was Prime Minister of Australia from the sacking of Gough Whitlam in 1975 until the election
of Labor's Bob Hawke in 1991?
Malcolm FRASER
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SPARE QUESTIONS
Two men of which select English body have been suspended over accusations of harassing 44
year-old Moira Cameron, the first female to join the unit?
YEOMEN WARDERS of the Tower of London - accept BEEFEATERS
Which Conference football team in north-east England play their home matches in the middle of an
international athletics track?
GATESHEAD FC
Which German composer’s First Symphony was hailed in 1877 by conductor Hans von Bülow as
“Beethoven’s Tenth!”?
Johannes BRAHMS
Which TV animation series included a 2002 episode that took its title from the reaction of its
characters to every new plot twist: “Simpsons Already Did It!”?
SOUTH PARK

